
We’ve moved! And more on our new space.

September 7, 2012

With the same meticulous planning and attention to detail you would expect from a firm with the impeccable reputation of

WeirFoulds LLP, we have recently completed one of our most exciting projects to date, our own office move. You can now find us at

our new home in the iconic Toronto-Dominion Centre at 66 Wellington Street West, Suite 4100.

Just a block away from the firm’s previous space, our new home has been purposefully designed and custom fit to enhance the quality

of our service delivery to clients.

“We recognized a growing need to work in fluid and collaborative teams to better serve our clients’ needs. When we realized

our previous office space required more than a facelift, we began looking for a space we could tailor-make to suit”  says Lisa

Borsook, the firm’s Managing Partner. “We also wanted our new premises to reflect and celebrate this firm’s very special

character. We chose an iconic building, the architecture of which has stood the test of time and we endeavoured to design

premises that reflected our focus on being contemporary, sophisticated, hardworking professionals.”

Our new space has been designed to optimize productivity; from the size and functionality of our new working areas, to ‘state of art’

heating, air-conditioning and ventilation systems and significant upgrades to our infrastructure and technology tools. We also took

care to factor the health and well being of our staff into the new design, with the incorporation of natural light corridors, team spaces

and a host of other elements designed to make our new home one of the greenest and brightest offices in Toronto today.

Some other ways we are minimizing our impact on the environment include using:

Energy Star certified equipment;

carpet that reduces greenhouse gas emissions;

low VOC (volatile organic compounds) paints and carpet adhesives to improve office air quality;

Greenguard certified (or equivalent) materials for office desk and guest chairs; and,

Greenguard Indoor Air Quality Certification for all furniture finishes.

WeirFoulds’ new office includes contemporary, professional and comfortable client spaces, with meeting rooms filled with natural

light, and private client conference rooms and washrooms.

And who wouldn’t feel at home with the stunning skyline-framing views through floor-to-ceiling windows of Toronto – the city that

has been home to WeirFoulds for over 150 years.

We’re excited to be in our new space and we hope you will come visit us soon.
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